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emWhether people live in Fidelity now than suppressed envy. And though its ecoacimic foundations means early cure." Then it
NIP"
or some large city, the owner of there would be knick-knacks and are as wobbly as a couple of worn- phasizes:
•
the newest fad is the envy of all furniture that would look pretty out tomato vines, still is strong
Recently state agricultural organizations were asked by the the other fellows who have not shabby when exhibited in the in the genuinely important items ever has built up a huge military
State and County Agricultural Mobilization Committee to give their yet been so fortunate, because of homes of the very people who of modern warfare—skilled man- force, as we are doing, without
opinions on the Family Farm Policy Review issued by the U. S. De- their limited finances or their rave about them. Not all crea- power, huge industrial productiv- using it in war.
partment of Agriculture in June, 1951, and containing an introduc- limited knowledge of the big, bad tions by our ancestors were artis- ity and willingness to fight.
They are willing to concede that
tic! How many times we need to
tory statement by Secretary of Agriculture Charles F. Brannan. world.
Many of the people of France, it's possible such a force can be
have
tell
ourselves
that!
that
proposals
farm
This follows along the line of the family
England and the Low Countries built and maintained without beCARTOON
When a rubber-tired buggy
It has taken two generations to feel that they cannot possibly, win ing used to fight somebody. But
been made by Secretary Brannan to the Senate Committee on Ex- drove up to Sulphur Springs, all
penditures in the Executive Departments.
the young bloods violated the weed out some of the ugly from anything out of another war. The they don't admit it's very likely.
Sunday & Monday, October 21-22
A brief has been prepared by the Kentucky tobacco co-opera- Tenth Commandrnent at once by the artistically beautiful. The U. S. might win, or Russia might And many Europeans fear not
tives representing 250,000 growers. This explanation states that coveting the new contraption; weeding process is probably not win—or either nation would lose Russia's plans for conquest—
TYRONE POWER & ORSON WELLS
while there is accord with the thesis of the secretary's preface to however, the outward reaction finished yet. No amount of senti- —but they have absolutely noth- which many of them are inclined
this review, they are perturbed by the emphasized statement on was one of humous indifference ment or commercial value oan ing to gain and everything that to doubt exist—but those of the
IN
page 45 of the report, which reads:
U. S. And they say we may very
or positive hostility to anything give genuine beauty to some of they have left to lose.
"Direct payments have been suggested as an alternate method so queer and unstandardized. the things that we used to have, In spite of this, there is a will- well wage an aggressive war, acto the conventional price-support program for assuring producers When some of the neighbors up in spite of the artistry of others. ingness to line up on our team— tually start hostilities, because we
CARTOON & NEWS
adequate returns. This type of program has the advantage of keep- the creek got telephones before Bragging about horses, except for even in France, which is about genuinely fear that Russia
show
ones,
seems
pretty
antiquat25 per cent Communist. Joseph MIGHT.
ing supplies in normal trade channels and allowing the market price we did at Fidelity itself, we felt
This seems to boil the answer
to seek its own level. It would benefit the farnily farmer since it envious but pretended that we ed now. If your father used to Alsop pointed out in a column
Tues., Wed. & Thur., October 23, 24, 25
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the other day what had been re- to the question down to a fairly
encourages abundant consumption, thus increasing available mar- would not have a telephone as a
community,
so
what?
What
about ported several months ago here— simple one. If Russia doesn't find
kets for his products. Because the commodity would not be accum- gift. After we got our line in,
RAY MILAND & AUDREY TROTTER
ulated by COC, serious problems of surplus disposal would be avoid- we elevated our plebeian noses in the looks and the value of the that one reason for this is that some way to convince us that
Suppose the French Communists are she doesn't want to conquer the
IN
ed. In the event a direct payment program is authorized, such pay- the manner of aristocrats when present family oar
ments, whenever practicable, should be made directly to the producer we were around bumpkins who Grandfather did build the fine Frenchmen first and Communists world, and then continue to prove
her integrity by living in peace
rather than to the handler.
could not afford such a modern old mansion, how many screens second.
did it have and what provision
Those who regard war as inevi- with us, there's going to be the
"Under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, a° luxury.
was made to make the place livaCARTOON & NEWS
modified by the current appropriation act, the maximum payment
We even talked about our great ble except in spring and fall? I ta le point to the lessons of his- gol-durnedest full-scale war you
for their thesis: No nation ever saw.
which can be made to any one 'person' for conservation practices is new device, much as people later am afraid that
we often get our
82,500. Under the farm price-support program, no such maximum bored each other with talk about
notions of the exquisite achievenow exists. Should a similar legislative requirement establish cer- radios and now about television ments of our
ancestors by seeing
tain maximums beyond which support to any one 'person' would not sets. For a while it was unwise the old
houses brought up to date
be available? If so, where should this maximum be established?"
to leave home; something might by some money-free person who
The Kentucky tobacco co-operatives say further in the brief come in over the telephone and lives in our time, not the time of
that ."this recommendation in the report is a recrudescence of the we might miss it by being off the the building of the house.
flame that was started at the meeting of the PMA Conference Com- line. Now, we did not intend to
However much we may like to
mittee in St. Louis on Dec. 8, 1948. There it was first publicly and be offensive with our talk about praise the permanent achieveboldly proposed by the PMA Conference Committee on Price Sup- our telephones, probably any ments of our ancestors, it is not
more than addicts of television necessary to swallow everything
port that:
"We recommend that loans to producers under price support somehow come around to pro- they did and thought, merely to
programs be disbursed by means of sight drafts issued by PMA grams that the less fortunate have be loyal to the great family name
Stift Offices, in the same manner as payments under purchase not come to know yet. But there and fame.•
was a certain superiority about
ag4ernentS. We further recommend that careful consideration and
•
study be given to the advisability of disbursing such loans eventual- us that must have made some of
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bely through the facilities of county committees."
Dodger hurler to go the route
hind our backs.
This brings out some of the features of the old Brannan Plan
against the Boston Braves in the
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in new form, although Secretary of Agriculture Brannan more refirst nine meetings between the
cently opposed federalization of the PMA and soil conservation com- antiquated as some of the fads teams this season. Roe did it
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mittees.
twice, winning 4-3 and 6-1.
family maintains its obvious, as
• • •
The position taken by these Kentucky growers is absolutely well as
conscious, superiority, a
sound. Nothing could be worse than to give agriculture benefits bit of bragging
The difference between British
seems to do no
only to the small farms and to try to break up the acreage of the very
great harm and can be and American golf rules next
United States into small farms. The minimum acreage base for
laughed off good-naturedly by year will be reduced to one—the
price-supported commodities has contributed toward this practice.
the rest of us, who had ancestors, size of the ball. The USGA ball
To adopt policies that would result in a large number of small to be sure, but not such great is 1.68 inches in diameter and
farms and no larger ones would not be a distribution of wealth, but ones. However, when the breed the British ball 1.62 inches.
• • •
would be a distribution of poverty and would be leading in the di- of greatness begins to go down,
rection of peasant farming in America. Nothing worse could hap- talk of great ones who fathered
Ted Williams, in less than 10
pen.
—(The Lexington Herald) us seems special pleading, as if full seasons with the Boston Red
the whole outside world had ac- Sox, has driven in more than
cused us of being of humble ori- 1,200 runs.
• •.
gin because of our small place in
the body politic. Somehow ancesWhen Clyde Sukeforth, Dodger
Eighty-five per cent of today's high school students have no tors seem slightly out of place pitching coach, played for Manintention of entering the cloistered halls of higher learning in pur- when they are to be used pri- chester in the New England
suit of additional knowledge once they have obtained their high marily to scotch a loan or excuse League in 1926, Birdie Tebbetts
school diploma. That opinion was expressed recently by a
was the team's batboy.
keynote some natural cussedness.
speaker.
• Al 1
It Is not our intention to challenge the
by VIP
statistics presented by
the speaker because our concern is not in this direction
We would
rather question the educational system which, year after
year, turns
out only 15% of its graduates qualified for a
future course while
Come in and get your FREE entry blanks for
forgetting its obligation to the vast majority of the
students entrusted to its care. Surely nothing could offer a
both
this
store's
own "American Way" Contest and the
greater imbalance.
How many of the remaining 85% of the graduates are
Crosley National Contest. A total of more than\$2,000,000
fitted to
take a place in life, earning their daily bread by their own
in prizes in the National and Local Contests for you and
efforts?
What trades have they been taught which will qualify them as
printyour churches or favorite recognized charities! More than
ers, tinsmiths, plumbers, carpenters, mechanics, bricklayers,
electricians or any if the other fields calling for a high degree of skill,
6,000
prizes in cash and Crosley Gift Certificates... National
coordinating the best efforts of hand and head?
First Prize $10,000 to the winner—and $10,000 addiThe hue and cry about Kentucky's youth forsaking the state
tional to the church or recognized charity named by
for greener pastures in neighboring industrial states on the
North
winner! Easy to enter! Nothing to buy!
is an old, old song. These other states have been able to offer better jobs in their vast plants, assuring higher pay than most would
*The term "church or remgrused charity," as used herein, means a church or
be
charity which is exempt from taxation under Section 101 (6) of the Internet
able to make by remaining at home. However, all this has
been
Revenue Code.
changing during recent years as more and more manufacturing
interests have been looking toward the South as logical locations
for
factories.
But the industrialization will never afford a complete cure for
all of the economic Ills with which the South is beset.
Factories
cannot be wooed to locate in every community which needs a payroll to act as a financial transfusion for its gasping economy.
Instead the solution to the problem must come from within.
i'"
C.
The people of the communities—the vast majority of whom are affected—must overcome the obstacle. Many can learn trades, if
satLyAnite
CREI.VP101140
SAWS, FM
ELECTRIC
mn.
IRWIN
MON
they are taught within the public schools, and their knowledge will
REFIKERATORS TIMM
WASTE itsentes
RAMSES
IUTCM CAROM
RAM REAM
afford them a higher place on the economic ladder than they have
been able to occupy heretofore.
Until the educators have bees convinced of the importance of
IF you -rev 10
this factor they, themselves, will continue to suffer the oonsequenoes, Funds for educational purposes are derived from taxes and the
HILL OR WRVS
PASS ON
E.N.
amount of any individual's contributions in revenues for this purpose Is in direct proportion to his power to earn.
Main
—(The Cynthlana Democrat)
Princeton, Ky.
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Fredonia High
School Brevities
Mrs. Adam Bauer and young
Bruce, of Evansville, were
sos, visitors at Fredonia High.
tecent
see Bauer was the former
oicodell Hearud, class of 1943.
Mrs. John Rice has as her guesta
Mrs. J.
tt this time, her mother,
kfts,
r. McCormick and her sister,
s s. bicElveen, both of Jackson,
Miss.
The faculty of Fredonia High
siiended the F. D. E. A. in Murray Friday.
A movie, "The Bells of San
prnando", was recently presented to the student body.
Senior girls who spent Friday
State College were
It MUrraY
guy Louise Askew, Barbara Jean
Austin, Joletta Beckner, Barbara
Lee Cartwright, Annalene Harper. Mind a Villines and Jacqueline Yandell.

Mamie'i. were donated to the
library recently by Miss Georgia
Boaz.
Superintendent Clifton Clift
and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nichols attended the Administrator's luncheon held at the Business Women's
Club at Murray, Friday:
Joyce Ana Dortch, member of
the Junior class, has returned to
school after undergoing a minor
operation at a Madisonville hospital.
Former graduates who have
visited our school recently are
Billy Morse, Billie Joe Boitnott,
Burton Strong, Hazel Fuller
Carotin, Barbara Traylor Vin
Hoosier, Nancy Phelps, James
Cartwright, Jesse Stone, Bobby
Jenkins, Preston Morris, Doris
George, Arnold Wigginton, Charles Moore, Charles Thomas Vinson, Keith Rogers, Robert SeYmore, Darrel Dearing and Harold
Rogers.
Former graduates who have entered service recently are J oe
Francis, Jesse Stone, James Ivan

moiamemigemini

Cornet Of Four States
Corners U.S. Bomb Seed
(By James Cary)
sources, says there is every indiPhoenix, Aria. —.A high, bald
cation the present mines operatplateau in the Indian country of
ing in the area will be increased
the southwest—lying astride the
many fold.
juncture of four states—holds the
He thinks the richness of the
explosive seed of many atom
ore, at present all 1 o w grade,
bombs of the future.
The area, covering some 200 will rise steadily, although it will
square miles in Arizona, Utah, never reach the quality of pitchColorado and New Mexico, is im- blende, source of uranium In Canpregnated with ein estimated 80 ada and the Belgian Congo7
But how the uranium got there
per cent of the nation's known
is a mystery," Dunning said.
uranium deposits.
It is already producing about "There is no universally accept90 per cent of the strategic min- ed geological explanation of what
eral in the United States and made it occur."
may become the first major field
to bolster our defense effort.
The district is known popularly
as the Four Corners area and is
almost completely within limits
of the sprawling Navajo Indian
reservation.
In the past it has been considered a colorful arid wasteland,
cut by sharp defiles and treacherous canyons, many of them never explored by white men.
But today it holds the country's hopes for more and more of
the dangerous stuff that has helped mold foreign policies and re
make the world's alignment of
power.
The four corners deposits are
both a blessing and an enigma.
Charles H. Dunning, veteran
Arizona mining figure and for
seven years director of the Arizona department of mineral re-

The radio-active ore ha; beep
found mainly in sand stone, in
what geologists call the Grand
Canyon sedimentary series. The
puzzler • is whether the uranium
was laid there as the sandstone
was forming, was deposited later
in some upheaval of the earth's
crust, or came in through some
fissure in the formation.
"We don't have the answers to
these questions," Dunning said,
as we do when uranium occurs
in an igneous (volcanic) formation."
25 MINES ARE WORKING
With or without answers, however, production and discovery of
new deposits is going forward
slowly. There are already more
than 25 mines sending are to mills
at Monticello, Utah, and Duran-

go, Colo.
It sent teams into the field to
The richest find to date will locate favorable formations, then
soon be adding to the total. It is tested he calculations by drilling.
located in the Lukachukai moun- The results were highly satisfactains of northeastern Arizona. The tory, Dunning said.
property will be mined by F. A. The ore differs from that in
Sitton, who is already producing most of the mines. It is a uraniuranium in his home area of um copper phosphate. Much of that
found in the area in the past has
Dove Creek, Colo.
Dunning estimates this new been carnotite (uranium vansdiscovery will average seven to date) which occurs in petrified
eight pounds of uranium oxide wood, and some autunite (uranper ton, compared with four or ium calcium phosphate).
INDIANS GET A SPLIT
five for all previous finds.
NEW WAY TO PROSPECT
The future of the Four Corners
T h e Atomic Energy Commis- area is bright, There are no ilsion discovered the Lukachukal lusions It will ever have mines
ore by a new methotl_ vastly su- comparable to the major copper
perior to the prospector's patient operations that have fathered so
search for a visible out-cropping many communities of the west.
But the time may not be distant
of ore.

when numerous small mines dot
Navajo homeland.
It may prove a great boon to
the poverty stricken tribesman.
The Indians receive a 10 per cent
royalty on the production of every mine.

Masonic Meeting
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will
hold • special meeting 7 P. M.
Friday, October 19th, to con.
fer the second degree. Brethren take notice. Visiting brothers welcome.
R. M. Oliver, Master
G. W. Tower', Secretary

PENNY'SWESTERNBIRTHDAY
SATURDAY
FRIDAY
&
PARTY
KENTUCKY BAND FESTIVAL SATURDAY NIGHT

TWO TREATS IN STORE SAME WEEK!

Fathers, Mothers, Ministers and Veterans
ally invited to listen.

Cartwright, Burton Strong, Billie Joe Boitnott and Richard Dalton.
Johnnie B. Martin, class of
'48, visited our school Thursday
of the past week. He was wearing a gold key which was awarded him for his outstanding work
in F. F. A. at the National convention held in Kansas City recently.

20 ONLY

NYLON UNIFORMS
While They
Last

New Fall Styles and Colors!
Sizes 9 to 20

SPECIAL SAVINGS!
81 x 99 WIZZARD
SHEETS

Only 1.77
CASES TO MATCH-37c
You Can't Duplicate
This Value
Mmm-mm—teste that
frisk -frozen dairy
goodness! DAIRY
QUEEN —adelicious,
fr•sh, whole-milk 'n
sweet-cream food ...
frozen seconds bolero
you eat it . . . sanitarily served right from
freezer to you. Try
DAIRY QUEEN today!

UNBELIEVABLE
BUT TRUE 4 YD.
DRESS LENGTHS
En,o,

IN
NEW

Templ, nq

DAIRY QUEEN

1.00

Sunda••
Mplts • 'Pool...
•

• Rayon
• Cotton Prints
In Fancies
And Plains

Yes, It's Practically
A Gift. This New
MEN'S 40%
WOOL DRESS
TROUSERS
FOR
ONLY
Terrific Values!

This coupon entitles any child accompanied by I
adult to one free "DAIRY QUEEN" cone. This
coupon good Friday and Saturday, Oct. 19 and
20, 1951 only.

Friday,
We take great pride in opening our nice, new building
City
October 19, 1951, which is located just outside Princeton
products
Queen
limits on Dawson road. We will dispense all Dairy
area.
this
and
Princeton
to the customers of

Big values, now at Penney's low price! Clean,
perfect quality foam
latex pillows covered in
sipper cases of washable
Sanforised* white, blue
or pink percale ... come
save on them now!
"Max. shrinkage 1%.

When a fabric like this
sells for a tiny 2 yds. for
81.00, then it's time to
come running* Come see
this fine quality gabardine in a wide array of
colors!

AT PENNY'S IT'S ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY
YOU PAY CASH AND SAVE PLENTY

IGET THE PENNEY
BUYING HABIT

Thursday, October 18,1951

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Fredonia News

Homemakers News
Schedule

sev- Homemakers
Mrs. Raymond Moore, Mrs. turned home after a visit of
October 19, 10:00 o'clock, popC.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
weeks
eral
QuerterJim Tabor, Mrs. Charlie
kinaville road, Mrs. C. F. Engeland
Mich.,
Flint,
at
Spencer
B.
mous, John Dan Bugg, Rev. and
10:30 o'clock,
Akridge, hardt; October 24,
Mrs. Ray Wigginton attended with her son, Johnnie
Farrnersville, Mrs. H. C. Russell;
Mich.
Arbor,
Ann
at
Presbytery at Crayne last Thurs- and family
October 25, 10:00 o'clock, PrinceMiss Nora Hockensmith, of
day.
ton, Mrs. J. D. Hodge, Jr.
as
weekend
Louisville, spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wigginton guest of Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore.
and children have returned to
Mrs. Gladys Walker and son, Quinn
their home in Detroit after a visit Tommy, Detroit, are spending a
Twelve Quinn Homemakers aswith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. few days vacation with her par- sembled at the home of Mrs. Eva
G. Wig:Anton.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. R. DeBoe, Tayloe at 10:90 a. m. Monday, OcSgt. Keith Rogers, who was and other relatives.
tober 18, to prepare a luncheon
spending a few days leave with
Mrs. C. T. Stone spent the meal as instructed by the food
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. weekend with her son, Raymond leaders, Mrs. Roy Tayloe and
Rogers, was called back to Camp Stone, Mrs. Stone and daughter Mrs. Roosey Roberts.
Polk, La., last Wednesday, where at Greenville.
W. B. Conway, who is employhis unit has been alerted for ovMrs. W. M. Young, Miss Imospent the weekerseas duty.
gene Wigginton and Mrs. Sam ed in Gary, Ind.,
Cpl. Elwood Dorroh has return- McElvin spent Friday at Paducah. end here with his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen Mced to Camp Polk, La., after a
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gillihan
Elroy and son, Bobby and Jimmy,
leave with his parents, Mr. and were in Paducah Friday.
guests of
Mrs. Josh Lynch remains in a of Hodgenville, were
Mrs. Willie Dorroh, of Lyon
Florence Parr
county.
critical condition at the Critten- her mother, Mrs.
and Miss Dorothy Parr during
Sunday guests of Mrs. Rachel den County hospital in Marion
the week.
Wyatt and sons were Mr. and where she has been a patient the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hunt and
Mrs. Lee Wyatt, Mrs. Hugh Nich- past week.
Mrs.
Mrs. Cecil Brasher spent a few granddaughter, of Marion;
ols, Mr. aryl Mrs. Bernice Jones,
Willard Hunt and daughters, and
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wyatt, Mr. days last week with her daughMr. Waiter Collins, all of Sturand Mrs. Shelly Wyatt, Mr. and ter, Mrs. Jimmie Kunnecke, Mr.
gis, were Sunday guests of Mr.
at
and
Mike
Kunnecke
Calvert
chiland
Wyatt
Lee
Mrs. James
and Mrs. Coy Moore.
dren. Jimmy, Louellen and Nan- City.
Mrs. W. B. Conway entertained
of
Billy
Sam
Young,
student
cy; Mr. and Mrs. Gray Satterwith a birthday party Saturday
field and daughter, Susan; Mrs. Murray College, spent the weekafternoon in honor of her daughLouise Satterfield,. all of Prince- end with his parents, Mr. and
ter, Carolyn.
ton, and Mr. and Mrs. Archie Fox, Mrs. W. M. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brasher and
Will Peek suffered a paralytic
of Madisonville. Dinner was served on the lawn at the noon stroke at his home here Saturday daughter, Marilyn, of Gary, Ind.,
were guests during the weekend
night.
hour.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
George Barnett, employed at
Valley Grocery, is spending this George Milroy Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Jennie Brasher.
and Mrs. Caleb Oliver, Gary, Ind.;
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Zuerweek in Detroit on vacation.
Charles Dean Akridge, student Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith and chil- muehlen and children of Anderof Murray College, spent the dren, Billy, Sue Ellen and Allen, son, Ind., were guests of Mrs.
weekend with his parents, Mr. of Salem, and Miss Imogene Wig- Margaret Zuermuehlen and Mr.
ginton, Mrs. Rule Rucker a nd and Mrs. Russell Yates over the
and Mrs. T. Ft. Akridge.
weekend.
Mrs. Bernice Akridge has re- Mrs. Mettle Rice.
Guests for dinner Sunday in
the home of MT. and Mrs. Dock
Baker were Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Beck and children, Bobby, Jimmy and Carol; Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Bugg and sons, Billy and Tucker; Mr. and Mrs. Paul McGee and
children, Robert, Sue, Wayne and
Mickey, of Eddyville, and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Ray Guess and Mrs.
Niel Guess, all of Princeton. The
dinner was held in observance of
the anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Baker.
Mrs. Margaret Zuermuehlen is
visiting her son, Freddie Zuermuehlen, Mrs. Zuermuehlen and
family in Anderson, Ind.
Mrs. Marvin Bruiser, Muskegon Heights, Mich., is visiting her
father, R. J. Yates, Sr., and Mrs.
Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McElroy
and sons, Mrs. Florence Parr and
Miss Dorothy Parr were Saturday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Cochran, Marion.

•

Walter Rogers, Bill Hogan, Charlie Tandy, G 1 o v sr Lewis, Don
Granstaff, Lemah Hopper, Bill
Palmer, Fred Nichols, and Clyde
Clayton.
Visitors were Mrs. Erby Cruce,
Mrs. Gordon Clayton, Donna
Clayton, Larry Granstaff, John
Owen Nichols and Paul Ed Gray.

Eddy Creek
The Eddy Creek Homemaker's
Club met October Ill, at the home
of Mrs. Boyd Satterfield.
The meeting was called to order by the president, Mrs. Wylie
Brown. T h e devotional and
thought for the month were given by the recreational leader.
The reading goals were presented
by the reading chairman, Mrs.
Gigue Satterfield. She gave each
member a list of the books to be
read during the year. Mrs. Boyd
Satterfield, citizenship chairman,
TWIN BOYS FOR 14-YEAR-OLD MOTHER: Mrs. Barbara Pol- gave the goals in citizenship and
smiles
years,
two
of
bride
Calif.,
laccia, 14-year-old Los Angeles,
urged each member to help carpounds,
at her twin boys born there Sunday. They weighed 7
ry out these goals for the year.
authorities
told
2 ounces, and 6 pounds, 4 ounces. The mother
The major lesson was table setthat she was 16 to obtain a marriage license when she was actual- ting and service. Mrs. Pollard
ly 12 years old. Her husband, Victor Pollaccia, is 90. Her mother,
Mrs. Croce Barnett, is 35 years old. (AP Wirephoto)
Accurate measuring and mixing
of all ingredients used was stressed and table setting and service
also were taught. The menu included: tomato-tuna fish, salad,
whole-wheat-comm e a 1 muffins,
spiced baked pears, fruit-nut
cookie and iced tea.
That afternoon a business meeting was called to order by the
president, Mrs. Roy Massey. The
devotional was given by Mrs.
Soucy Roberts.
The reading chairman reported
that 82 chapters in the Bible, 41
poems and one book had been
read for the month. A citizenship
report and goals were given by
the new citizenship chairman,
Mrs. Will Sigler. .
Mrs. Sigler prammted the minor lesson on hous plants, stating
how to care for them in winter
and the proper way to water and
re-pot them. MTS. Roberts directed quiz games and singing.
The next meeting is scheduled
for November 12, 1951, at 10:00
a. m. with Mrs. Will Sigler.
Members and visitors present
were Mesdames Welzie Beavers,
Joel Boitnott, Clyde Coleman,
Lewis. Felker, Medley Horning,
Roy Massey, Roosey Roberts, Will
Sigler, Eva Tayloe. Roy Traylor,
...y and James Wyatt,
A. E. Turl,
Misses Wilma Vandiver, Ludette
Traylor, Myra Horning and Mr.
Ray Tayloe.

Week-End Specials
The ballerina is the favorite order in fashion
footwear, because it has a way all its own
allowing feet at their prettiest The graceful lines are traced by grosgrain. Smooth
black, red leather. Only - •

• .4:"..4

PENSLAR

$2.95

MEN'S

WORK SHIRT
TAN — GREY
GREEW or BLUE

tt

SIZES —14 to 17
$2.50 VALUE

$195
er I N KE

S
AIR STORE

"Whore Your $ $ Have

39c Nu-Era Aspirin — — — — 23c
100 - 5 Grain Tablets

50c Nu-Era Rubbing Alcohol 39c
Full Pint

20c Epsom Salts, 1 lb. — — 15c
59c Boraline, Mouth Wash — 39c
1 - Pint

More Cents"

The work day of the Dawson
Road Homemakers Club was held
Thursday, October 11, at 9 a. m.
in the basement of the F irst
Christian church.
The lesson on fireside baskets
was completed.
Those present were Mesdames
Ted Gray, Jeff Glass, Jack Nichols, Dennis Marvel, W. B. Rogers,

94c CHEROLA COUGH SYRUP
Value and Vecora Cold Tablets, both fore%

$1.50 Vitamin B-Complex — 98c
Capsules - 100's
19c to
iooth Brushes — — — 39c
35c Nelson Shaving Lotion — 24c
35c Nelson Shaving Cream — 24c
29c Rose Hair Oil,4 ounces —19c
Athlete's Foot Treatment
95c
only
$2.19 Hot Water Bottles — — — $1.19

Mop
Whoa my dm or old fail todelay.
your sough or thoU cold don't helpsafe,
Crsonsubion contains only
ful. proven ingredients and DO narIt
cotics to disturb nature's process. to
goes right to the seat of the trouble
tenraw,
heal
and
moths
aid nature
der, inflamed bronchial membranes.
Guaranteed to please you or druggist
refunds money. Osonsubrion has stood
the teat of ensny millions of mars.

Consult - - -

The C. A. WOODALL
INSURANCE AGENCY
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2441

$1.36

Walker's Drug & Jewelry
Phone 3211
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Paul Morse, of
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in making
Two weeks ago, we stated to you that we were not the Mayor's ticket. We do not believe
election
the
after
day
on
the
one
except
all
forgetting
then
promises to win an election,
medium of the
Last week, the men who are candidates on the Citizens Ticket told you through the
that they endorse his
local press that they are the Mayor's ticket. By this acknowledgement, they implied
administration, broken promises and all.
studying
We stated to you that we do not believe in one-man dominated government. In carefully
an old adage:
our statement, we fail to find that we said the Mayor was the dominating factor. There is
analyze scene of
"The dog that's hit is the one that barks," and in this cue he barked loud and long. Let's
the barking:
office there
In the Mayor's "Open Letter to All Princetoniana," he stated to you that when he took
on Dec.
that
shows
Hall
City
the
at
The
record
Fund.
the
Water
in
$3,000
and
Fund
was $600 in the General
Fund and
1, 1949 (when this present administration took office), there was a balance of $4,748 in the General
If you
$9,445 in the Water Fund—considerably different from the balance quoted by the Mayor in his letter.
citizen of
doubt our statement, check at the City Clerk's office. Those records are public records and any
Princeton has a perfect right to inspect them.
We read also in his letter that by "application of good business principles to the city business, Cedar
Hill Cemetery has been changed from a project showing a loss to a profit-producing enterprise."
Our ticket will make no further comment on this, since we still feel that our City of the Dead is a
sacred spot and not a place to commercialize.
Two years ago, when the Mayor ran for office he made several promises.
we failed to find where he reviewed them. Just in case you have forgotten (which
call some of them to your memory.
I. He promised to reduce the water rate. Have you noticed any reduction in
same ordinance was on record when this promise was made as was when the mayor

But in his open letter
we doubt) we will reyour water bill?
took office.

The

2. He promised to reduce your taxes. If you have paid your taxes for this year you already know
they were raised instead of lowered.
to
3. He promised that an assessor would call at your home to take your tax list as you wished
th.
list it. Have you seen the assessor yet? The same requirement to employ an assessor was in effect at
time this promise was made as is in effect now.
4. He promised you that Harold Rudd would be your chief of police. This is the promise he kept
Do you want a city council that will cooperate with a string of broken promises?
The Citizens Ticket (or the mayor's ticket), must be obligated to the mayor in some degree, due
to hris having solicited a number of them to run on his ticket.
The candidates for council on the Citizens Ticket attempted to justify the increases in your city taxes
by saying it was necessary, to repair and operate the library. They did not say this increase would be removed.
We again promise you that if we are elected this increase will not be charged or collected whale we
hold office.
We recognize the library as a worthy institution and one entitled to public support, and we promise that it will be maintained at its present level; but never would we think of raising your taxes to repair
or support the library, when the trustees, or board, have a surplus invested in government bonds.
The Citizens ticket stated that we endorsed their platform.
take long.)

Read their platform.

(It will not

We would like to call yonr attention to the item headed 'Sewer Department. We will extend
sewer mains where possible". Does this sound like an echo to some of our citizens on the north side? What
were you told when you came before the council to see about the sewer someone had promised you?
We believe the citizens of Princeton will not again be misled by a "promise-them -anything" campaign, and would like to see an administration conducted on a sane, sound and efficient basis. And if
elected, we pledge to you that type of city government.
We are making no promises that can not be fulfilled, and we will cooperate with no one who stands
in our way of fulfilling the promises we have made to the citizens of Princeton.
If you endorse our platform, we earnestly solicit your vote and influence.
Respectfully submitted,

Joe Jones
R. S. McGehee
J. G. Taylor

Mooch" ,•

'Soybeans will .
s too wet for co

The New Ticket:

2 - Quart

Princeton, Ky.

For Sound Insurance

CREOMULISION

2 -Quart

$2.50 Fountain Syringe —

Fredonia Valley

Mrs. Orvil Prosvell and mes.
Noble Perla were hostesses to
till
last meeting of the Fredonia
Vat.
Icy Homemakers at the
time of
Mrs. Prowell.
The major lesson was on food
and table setting.
Mrs. Lucy Kemrner gave the
devotional and Mrs liuwald E.
ley gave the thought for the
day.
Those present were Mesdames
Virgil Coleman, Floyd
Junes,
Ruble Akridge, G. C. Fergersoe,
Walton Woodall, Russell
Melton,
Herman Brenda, Larry Kernmer,
Charlie Wilson, Arlie Vinson,
Howard Easley, Ed Phelps ,j,
Sulfur found in Texas and Rogers, Bill Conway, Miss Wilma
Miss Phillis Brenda,
Louisiana deposits is 99 per cent Vandiver,
and the hostesses.
pure.

BotterCough Relief

Dawson Road

39c Milk of Magnesia, pint — 29c

25c to um
50c

NOW

T

Special
Price

Regular
Price

New Low
Price
1

Waiheit diati 91

Oldham and Mrs. Sid Satterfield
supervised the cooking of the
meal. They demonstrated the
proper way to in the table and
how foods and beveragea should
.
be served to the table.
Members present seer e Mesdames Wesley Prince, Gigue Satterfield, Boyd Satterfield, Vernon Burchett, I. Z. Lewis, Wylie
Brown, Floyd Lewis, James Hemingway, Frank Burchett, Charles
Lester, Pollard Oldham, Sid Satterfield, and Pepper Jones. Visitors were Mrs. Willard Mitchell,
Robert Gilkey and Mies Vandiver.
The club will hold its next
meeting November 8, at the home
of Mrs. Wesley Prince.

Clinton Hobby
Dawsie Farless
C. L. Castleberry
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Warning Is Given
Against Carbon
Monoxide Poison

From Caldwell Ky. Farm News
tiend Meeting Of
onservationists

that does not heal; a painless
lump or thickening, especially in
the breast, lip or tong-tie; irregular bleeding or discharge from
any natural body opening; progressive change in the color or
size of a wart, mole or birthmark;
persistent hoarseness, unexplained
cough, or difficulty in swallowing and any change in normal

bowel habits. A prompt trip to
your physician may save your

life.

Forty-two farmers in Marion
Mickey Witek, former Giant incnunty last year improved the
fielder, is managing a semi-pro
quality of their leaf by using arnine known as the New Jersey
tificial heat at practically no cost.
Silk Sox, One of his hurlers is
Yields of 10 torus of tomatoes
Frank Saul, former Seton Hall
to
the
athlete.
acre
were
Cash.
L.
W.
in
common
1:)r.
EdBy
Allcock
liv Oliver C.
monson county the past summer,
(County Health Officer)
Conservation Service)
farther' receiving $25 a ton.
been damaged in previous years
With cold weather just around
of
Jefferson county hothemakers
two day annual meeting
by wildfire should decide now the corner, warnings against carntucky Association of Soil have outlined a three-year landdisnot to be troubled with this
bon monoxide poisoning are pertvation Districts was held seeping project for the beautificaease gest year. Even though plant inent. Carbon monoxide is partiKentucky Dam State Park tion of their homes.
lcKsds are treated with bluestone- cularly dangerous since it is odortertsville this week. The
E a ti 1 Koger of Wayne county
By R. A. Mabry
lime the disease still occurs in less, colorless and tasteless. It is
doon consists of 116. dis- prepared 55 acres for fall seeding
A new .University of Kentucky
.County Agent
some instances. This is due to advised that there is danger in
of alfalfa.
Experiment Station circular tells
the fact that the wildfire organ- warming up a 'car motor in a
from
meeting
loom; the
while
Walter Sullivan of Metcalfe how to buy and use fertilizers.
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Dead Stock Removed

•

SATURDAY, OCT. 20

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

more people

1 ..

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

TUES. & WED., OCT. 23-24

CITY TAXPAYERS

City taxes are now due. If
unpaid after Nov. 1 they will be
subject to 10% penalty plus 6%
interest until paid.

ANDREWS

Phil Cavarretta, manager of
the Chicago Cubs, broke in with
the Cubs as a first baseman in
1934 at the age of 18.
Clyde King, crack relief pitcher
for the Dodgers, appeared in 43
games for Brooklyn in 1945.

Wm. M. YOUNG

Mildred Cardin

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

CITY CLERK

Fredosis, Ky.

starts 11 P. M.
BORIS

IT'S COMING
OCT. 25-26

CONTE

FIGHT PICTURES
World Championship

Randy
TURP1N
Sugar Ray
ROBINSON
Filmed at the
RINGSIDE
Round by Round

JOEL McCREA
Doss Stockwell• GM lift

Thursda ,October
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Morse - Close Wedding
Mrs. Curtis Richard Close was
married September T at St.
Michael and All Angels' church,
Portland, Oregon, with Rev. B.
Jean Clark officiating. She is
the former Miss Barbara Jean
Morse, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Old Morse, of Portland, Oregon,
and he is the son of Wilbur
Close, of Salem, Oregon. •
Mrs. Close, who was given in

marriage by her father, wore an
Ivory satin dress with embroidery
trim and finger tip veil held by
an ivory satin crown. She carried a white orchid on a prayer
book.
Miss Shirley Houston was
maid of honor and Miss Suzanne
Barnes, Miss Janet Rutherford
and Miss Patricia Thompson were Hyde- Lynch
Carole Lynn McConnell
Mrs. Calloway Reviews
attendants.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hyde, of Celebrates Birthday
Newbury Close served h i
Book
At Club Meeting
brother as best man. The ushers Eddyville, announce the marriage , Carole Lynn McConnell, daughMembers of the Book Lover's
of their daughter, June, to Cpl. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Denny McJ. L. Lynch, Jr., son of Mr. and Connell, Highland avenue, obser- Club heard Mrs. Joseph H. CalloMrs. J. L. Lynch, Sr., Fredonia, ved her third birthday Friday, Oc- way review "Flowering of the
Friday, Oct. 5, at 7 p. m. at the tober 5, with a party at her Eagt." Part 1, at a meeting of the
club Wednesday afternoon, Ochome of Rev. L. J. Knoth, Kutta- home.
tober 10, at Green Acres, the
wa, who performed the double
Those present were Miss Suzan
home of Mrs. George G. Harrelring ceremony.
McLin, Stoney Glenn, Brent and
son, on Eddyville road.
The bride wore a street length Beverly Caldwell, Barbara
Sue
Guests at the meeting were
dress of blue taffeta with acces- Baldridge, Lorenda Ray
Salyers Mesdames Frank T. Linton, Allisories to match and a red rose- Peggy and Nancy
Joe Weeks, son Akin, Bernice Davis, A. L.
bud corsage.
Bruce McConnell, Sylvia Ann
Wilson, and Glenn J. Spahn, of
The attendants were Mr. and Rowland, Mrs. J. T.
Martin, Mrs. Ottawa, Canada.
Mrs. Atiiel Bell.
Lillie F. Murphy, Mrs. Joe Weeks,
• Members present were MesThe bride will remain at the Mrs. Billy McConnell,
Mrs. Char- dames John Mahan, George
Pethome of her parents while Cpl. les McLin, Mrs. Johnny
Baldridge, tit, John Ed
Young, Duke Pettit,
Lynch is stationed at Camp Mrs.
Lowry Caldwell, and Mrs.
Sr., J. B. Lester, Ralph Randolph,
Breckinridge.
W. B. Major.
Willard Moore, Shell Smith, C.
Those sending gifts were Betty
H. Joggers, Kelly Martin, Charles
Engagement Announced and Susan Grace French, Johnny Gaddie,
Emery Dobbins, and J.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Humphries Martin, of Columbus, Ohio, Jef- D. Stephens.
announce the engagement of their fery Wood Salyers, Tommy and
daughter, Ann, to Staff Sergeant Regina Catlett and Mrs. R. D. EnCelebrates Birthday
Morris C. Johnson, son of Mr. and nis
Roy Erwin Rowland celebrated
Mrs. A. E. Dyess, of Pensacola,
his third birthday, Thursday, OcFlorida.
Mrs. Ladd Hostess
tober 4, at his home on Marion
The bride-elect is a graduate of
road with a party for several of
Butler High School and Bethel To Methodist Group
Circle No. II of the Woman's his friends.
College, Hopkinsville.
Halloween decorations were
Sergeant Johnson has just re- Society of Christian Service met
turned from serving ten months in the home of Mrs. Auta Ladd used and games and contests
Monday night, October 15.
were held.
in Korea.
Refreshments were served to
Mrs. Raymond Brown was electThe wedding will take place
ed chairman of the circle and Jimmy Morris, Briggs Gordon,
December 2.
Mrs. Hillery Barnett was elect- Kelly Aikins, Rodney and Randy
were Arthur Englebart, Robert ed secretary. The Week of Prayer Mabry, Karen and Kay Blazier
Miller, William Morse, and Gor- Service was discussed by Mrs. anii Wayne Rowland.
don Hadley.
Thomas Amoss and literature was
Mrs, Morse is a niece of Miss given to each member present. "Bob McConnell, student at
Maggie Dunbar, Mrs. Ola BeesThe program, "Christian Mis- Vanderbilt, spent t he weekend
ley and Mrs. Bessie Harmon, all sions and Human Rights", was with his family, Mr. and Mrs.
of Princeton, and granddaughter presented by M r s. Raymond Howard McConnell and Sue, Madof Mrs. L. Cass Morse, of Earl- Brown. Talks were given by Mes- isonville street.
ington.
dames Callender, Gordon and
Amoss. These were viewpoints as
seen by an African from Belgian
Congo, a Korean Christian and a
Negro student at Paine College.
The program was closed with the
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry Lord's Prayer.
near your house
Dial 3211
Refreshments were served by
you may have TERMITES
the hostess and the meeting adjourned to meet in November with
Mrs. Thomas Lacey.

Prescriptions A
Specialty

FLYING ANTS"

Bridge Party Honors
Mrs. Jim Shrewsbury

0

If you're 54* or under, you'll
love this distinctively
detailed suit with a double tab at the shoulder, echoing
the two hip tabs. And as luck and skill would
have it—it fits your specific figure proportions easily and
accurately! Newest Fall shades in a Pure Worsted Tiny
Box Check or a fine Sheen Gabardine; Sure Sizes 10-20.

Are you ready to pay out
hundreds of dollars for medical expenses and a damage
suit? You won't have to pay
if you have our personal liability insurance. Low in cost
and gives protection against
most accident damage suits.
Call us now!

MARK CUNNINGHAM
_Complete Insurance Service'
111 West Market St.

Mrs. James Landes and Mrs.
Richard Morgan entertained with
a dessert bridge Saturday afternoon at Mrs. Morgan's home on
Locust street in honor of Mrs.
Jim Shrewsbury.
Prizes we e awarded to Mrs.
Johnny Hackett and Mrs. Hewlett Morgan.
Guests present were Mrs. Stanley Sharp,, Mrs. Ralph Randolph,
Mrs. Billy McElroy, Mrs. Freddie
Stallins, Mrs. E. L. Williamson,
Mrs. Johnny Hackett, Mrs. Hewlett Morgan and the honoree,
Mrs. Shrewsbury.

They desire to improve the various departments of the City, where possible,
keeping the good, and building up the substandard departments, so that the busi ness of the City may be conducted in an efficient and business-like manner.
You know these men are honest men of high integrity who will make reasonable decisions instead of radical regulations. "Economy" will be their watchword.

18,195

pre, Joaleph Loftus end Maytle Gordon Lisanby, Frederick
Jones. Visitors were Mesdames I line and Rube McKnight,
_

Mrs. Maurice Humphrey entertained her br idge club at her
home on Franklin street, Thursday night, October 11.
Prizes were awarded to Mesdames C .11. Jaggers, Frederick
Stallins, and Gordon Liaareby.
The hostess served a dessert
course to Mesdames Willard
Moore, James W. Walker, E. L.
Williamson, Cooper Crider, Jack
Crider, Bill Childress, C. H. JagIt

SAVE 50%
Warm Morning
HEATERS

With

Your Own

shrubbery, flowers and
tree'
A safe place for the
kiddies
to play. Full of joy,
content.
ment and pride for
every
family member. We
make
liberal loans to families like
yours and you can repay
like

$29.95 - $35.00

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION

AUTHORIZED
COUNTRY BOY DEALER

JOINER HDWE. CO.

All persons interested are hereby invited to submit bids as
keeper of the Caldwell County Farm for the calendar year of 1952.
All bids should be submitted to the undersigned, not later than
10:00 A. M. Tuesday, November 13, 1951, as same will be opened
and considered by the Fiscal Court at 10:00 A. M. same date.

Make a note to see the new
Fall Connie Lolleelers! Rich,
bright colors from Autumn's

Teen-Age Club Members
Participate In Hayride
1 Approximately 90 members of
the Teen-Age Club participated
in a hayride to the White Sulphur
Springs school house Friday
night, October 12.
Rubs Harralson and Bill Jones
furnished the hay wagons.
Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Hancock, and Miss Mary Wilson
Eldred.

Surprise Party
Given For Mrs. Lamb

The men listed below represent different occupations and different sections
of Princeton and will thus be able to fairly represent all the citizens of Princeton.

Mrs. Humphrey Hostess
To Friday Bridge Club

A surprise birthday dinner was
given Thursday for Mrs. Jesse
Lamb, McGoodwin avenue, in
honor of her 82nd birthday anniversary.
Those present included Mrs.
Jennie Cartwright, Mrs. Fred
Stallins, Mrs. W. P. McLin, Mr.
and Mrs. John Lewis, J. L. Cartwright, Mrs. Freddie Stallins,
Miss Penny Stallins and Miss
Judy Stalling.

palette...new, novel styles
to step

up

every costume!

And don't these wonderful
wedgies, both high and low,
bring heavenly comfort right
down to earth! Take your
choice of lustrous suedes of
highly polished calfskins...
each pair's a pearl of quality
at a petty price!

COME I
TODAY
THIS W
XMAS B

They pledge cooperation with the civic groups and progressive citizens toward public improvement and will support the effort to attract new industries
to Princeton.

PAGE AF
In Addition To The Foregoing, Members Of The
"Citizens Ticket" Pledge:

JAM-PA

1. POLICE DEPT. We are not committed to anyone. We were
not solicited to run in order to give any person a particuiar job. If elected, we
will ask foe
written applications, listing the applicant's qualifications and experience,
and
choose the best man for each office. PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO RESIDENTS OF THIS COMMUNITY. We Will Station Police At School
Intersections
At Proper Hours.

OF GIFT
YOU'LL
DO ALL

2. WATER DEPT. The quality of our water is good.
We will try to improve service.
3. FIRE DEPT. We have the best Fire Dept. of any City our
size in Kentucky and will see that it remains the best.
4. CEMETERY DEPT. We pindge to develop the new
and to have a beautiful vc11-kept cemetery at all times.
5. SEWER DEPT. We will extend sewer mains where possible.
6. STREET DEP r. 7 C will do more building aril less
patching We also
pledge I.' ontinue the I ,•oject to open a street crossing from
Washins.,-11 St. to
Egun St ...ross the I. C. Railroad.
14. L. at? dors r
WILLARD MILSTEAD
v

VEENAL DAVIS
t'RANK WILSON

ute The Straight Citizens Ticket --

• Adds, subtracts, multiplies,
and rryides
• Fuuy automatic division
• Anybody con use— simple
O4'% operation
• taped set-up—easy
clearance
• Pi ores -orb problem us II
es solved
'.c repair all makes of
Office Mai' in, a

CORNETTES
INCORPORATE')

CHRIST
SHOPPI
AWAY Q

,October 18, 1931
11.144a7.
Rube Wird*
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Administrator's Notice

EVERY HEATING DEM%

All persons holding claims
against the estate of L. R. Collier, deceased, are requepted to
present same for payment on or
before November 1, 1951, properly proven, and all persona knowing themselves indobtud to the
estate will please come forward
and settle same on or before November 1, 1951.
Mrs. Ella Collier, Administ4ator, Estate of L. R. Collier
15-3tp

ILY
Owns its Own
A House just

•

Way Yo u wont
ith

Your

own

SPIRE
"LO-BOY"

and

pride for eser7
member. We make

PRINCETON
KENTUCKY

R WOOD,

and you can repay liss

Id, remodel ond

ATTENDS MEETING
Soil Conservationist C. A. McElroy, of Larue county, son of
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. McElroy, of
Princeton, attended a soil conservation meeting held Friday at
Kentucky Lake.

All persons holding claims
against the estate of Martha Long
Gates, deceased, are requested to
present softie for payment on or
before November 1, 1951, properly proven, and all persons knowing themselves indebted to the estate will please come forward
and settle same on or before November 1, 1951.
George 0. Eldred,
John C. Gates, co-administrators, Estate of Martha Long
15-3tp
Gates

the cleanliners, efficiency, and economy of gas beet.
for the available gas supply New model maw
anywhere without
ow but 24-in, from top to bottom-flte
ve excavation. A joy to own. Lot us show you.

loans to families isiti

OPEN HOUSE HELD
The Princeton Teen Age Club
held open house after the football game Thursday night for all
Princeton and Trigg County
young people.

Administrator's Notice

Floor Furnace

• rY, flowers sad trem
• Place for the
kidths,
. Full of joy, contett.

ENKOUTE TO KOREA
Private Robert Sari VanZant,
of Fort Bliss, Texas, is spending
Can days with his mother, Mrs.
Kelly Late, Private VanZant is
enroute to Seattle, Wash., where
he will sail for duty in Korea.

IS THE LEADER
THROWRIOUT AMUICA

EMPIRE

$1.98
LADIES
OUTING GOWNS

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Price, Miss
Jane Stallins, Miss Wilma Prince
and Sanford Price spent Tuesday
in Evansville.

are all so
excitingly different

$1.98
FANCY
PILLOW CASES

If you need extra cash to take
care of extra fall
expenses, let us
help with a personal loan.

SPECIAL

$1.98

18 MONTHS TO REPAY

BOYS
BLUE JEANS
SIZES 2 - 12

FINANCI CORP:of IQ.
110 West Market
Phone 28111
A. M. Richardson, Mir.

$1.98
BOYS
PLAID SHIRTS
SIZES UP TO 12

10%

bmit bids as
year of 1952.

Will
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Any Item Until December 10th. Lay-
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not later than

$8.95

ill be opened

Down

TO
DOLLS
GAM
TRAINS
TRUCKS
YS

Away Now And
Be Ready'

See

The Town's

e date.

L

/est tete of wet wends400
Nock 94•41•14,44.4,
S0 open-toeel wore elle
61011•0144414 water*
...swrop-sreend odd*
sande! with finely
pleated 'dressmaker'
dean. Soo yob's's&
*akin Areqwelnecallenlo
...84-nedieny 00441

Most Complete
Selection.

For 44 Years The Families' Host
In Hopkinsville It's

nnceton Shoe Co.

Unbleached Muslin, 4 yds.
Bleached Muslin, 3 yds. .

$1.98
$1.00

PLASTIC
COTTAGE CURTAINS

$1.00

PR.

80 Square Print, solids & pinted
regular 39c, now 3 yds.
Children's T-Shirts, size 1-6

, $1.00 & $1.98
$1.00
$1.00

HOOKED
RUG BASES

Ladies Rayon Gowns
Table Cloths, 50 x 50

$1.00

Each 1.00

$1.00

Gloves, all sizes

$1.00

ONE LOT OF
GOOD QUALITY PRINT

Head Scarfs, all colors
Towels, all colors, 59c ea.

$1.00

SPECIAL

2 for

Girls Corduroy Bonnets, all colors, each
Crochet Thread, 4 balls

$1.00
$1.00

CHILDREN'S
OUTING PAJAMAS

$1.00

SIZES 8 TO 14

$1.98

Bobby Socks, all sizes, pastel shades
$1.00

2 prs.

$1.98
BOYS
SLIPOVER SWEATERS
10% WOOL

$1.98
BOYS
COAT SWEATERS

36"
PILLOW TUBING

CHILDREN'S
OUTING PAJAMAS
SIZES 1 TO 8

Be Sure To Take Advantage
Of These Values - - 3 DAYS ONLY

ALL SIZES

$2.98

Yd. 25c

FRI.-SAT.-MON.
OCTOBER 19, 20 & 22

$1.00 to $1.59
YARN
ONE OUNCE HANKS
ALL COLORS

39c Each
3 FOR $1.00
BLEACHED
SHEETING

Yard $1.19
UNBLEACHED
SHEETING

98c

STORM & PURDY

Open Until 5:30

Telephone 2500

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
sob
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•
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pair's a pearl of quality
a petty price!

COME IN
TODAY AND SEE
THIS WONDERFUL
\tk-.•

XMAS BOOK WITH
PAGE AFTER PAGE
JAM-PACKED FULL
OF GIFT IDEAS.

hand.
hand in
Progress go
clubs in the
Oil
civic
'and
Princeton community. The
progress
congratulates
Princeton's
standards and
industry
a greater
for
The oil
have made American living realized bethey
•being
progress
to aid
like
agriculture are
industry's efforts
in towns
oil
small clubs with those of
industry and
M
American
of men effort combined better comthe work
greater,
cause of
time and
Their
insurance for a
Princeton.
industry, is
the oil
M1D-001TIN&NT CO
munity.
nays
CO.
Mrs. Ethel
REFINING
GULF
Cantrell
CO.
Rudy L.
AETNA OIL
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O.
CO,
Clyde
CUMMINS OIL
Brothers
Cummins
OIL CO.
STANDAR.° Caldwell County's
of
CotrunIttee
Cherry, Chin.
Industries
Hugh
Petroleum

YOU'LL WANT TO
•

DO ALL YOUR
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING RIGHT
AWAY QUICK!

RINCETO
HOE CO.

SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE

EXTRA SPECIAL

Yard 69c
Fir
44/
4

e a note to see the new
Connie Lolleelers! Rich,
ht colors from Autumn's

PLASTIC
RAIN COATS

ALL SIZES

.0 •

From the depths of our hearts
we wish to express appreciation
for all the kindness and sympathy extended during our recent
bereavement. Especially do we
thank Rev. J. F. Callender, Morgan Funeral Home, VFW post,
American Legion, those who rendered the music and those who
sent beautiful floral tokens.
May God's blessings be with
each of you always.
The family of Philip Scott
16-1tp
McNabb

Dial 3225

LADIES
SLIPS
ALL SIZES

Card Of Thanks

L SAVINGS
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At The Churches

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. in.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at '7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PttESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:55 a. in., Morning Service
6:00 p. in. Youth Meeting
7:00 p. m. Worship Service
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service

OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hailer, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. in. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:30 p. in.

July 2, 1929. Mark Cunningham
July 9, 1929. Goodwin Thompleft yesterday for Chicago where son, son of Mr. and Mrs. McKee
he will be connected with the Thompson of this city, who is attending summer school at BowlI. C. R. R.
ing Green, is the Junior Tennis
champion of Warren county.
• • •
July 2, 1929. Little Miss MarHowergaret Terry Davis, of Paducah, July 12, 1929. Mr. Sam
spent the weekend here with her ton and James Landes returned
Sunday.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. home from Philadelphia
• • •
McCaslin. She was accompanied
July 12, 1929. Lyon county and
home by her aunt, Miss Virginia
McCaslin, who returned Monday Caldwell county folk are rejoicing in the commencement of
morning.
work on the final road line between Eddyville and this city.
• • •
July 5, 1929. In this issue of
July 16, 1929. Mrs. Frank Craig,
The Leader, W,D. Dawson, Democratic Campaign Committee Miss Eliza Nall, Mrs. Fanny TerChairman for Caldwell county, ry Pool, and Mrs. Charles Curry
announced the meeting of com- have returned home after severmittee men and women at the al weeks' study at Bowling Green
courthouse Saturday, July 6, at 2 Teachers College.
• • •
o'clock.
July 23, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
• • •
Watson, who have been attending
July 9, 1929. Sunday, July 14, school in Lexington, are visiting
will be a day of rejoicing and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watson.
• • .1
prayerful thanksgiving to Princeton Methodists and one in which
July 30, 1929. Mrs. Curlee Tythe whole community will join ne was painfully injured when
in spirit, for the first service will knocked to the street at the Elks
be held in the auditorium of the Home Crossing on Main street
new church building on Cave and Saturday, about noon, by a biMain streets.
cycle.

later complications add up to a
real health hazard. The fact that
it hese dfsemses are
common
doesn't make them less serious,
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
and the fact that more and more
PRINCETON
can be done about them makes
CHURCH Or THE IMMACUProper treatment increasingly imLATE CONCEPTION, EARLportant."
INGTON
But, he says, even if no treat(By
David
Taylor
Marke)
First, third and fifth Sundays,
ment is required, proper attenMass at 8 o'clock.
Now that cold weather is ap- tion will still be vital. Parents
Second and fourth Sundays, proaching, your family may well should never assume that an illMass at 10:00 o'clock.
have a brush with one of the ness is trivial until they are sure
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. common childhood diseases — what it is. Each of the common
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- measles, mumps, whooping childhood diseases can be roughcough, or chicken pox. Parents no ly matched by some more serPITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays, longer need fear these illnesses ious illness. "Ask Sam Brown
as much as they did in the past, how his son came through the
Mass at 10:30 o'clock. ,
medical men tell us, but they mumps last winter, and he may
Second and fourth Sundays,
should be even more alert and in- tell you that it turned out to be
Mass at 8 o'clock.
formed about them if their chil- diphtheria. Or stand outside the
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
dren are to have the full benefit scarlet fever ward and ask the
Rev. William Borntraeger is
of modern treatment.
visitors how long they kept their
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Writing in the National Parent- children at home before they,de:lements is assistant pastor.
Teacher Magazine, Dr. John E. cided that the illness wasn't measFAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Eichenlaub, who is on the medi- les. Their answers may surprise
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
cal staff of Caprock Cooperative you and may even convince you
Sunday School every Sunday Hospital in Lubbock, Texas, that you can never be sure what
afternoon at 2:30.
an illness is until you call your
points out:
Preaching every second and
"The actual death rate f r can doctor."
fourth Sunday afternoons at childhood
There are methods now to help
diseases, the risk of
2:30.
other diseases striking the weak- prevent such diseases as whoopPrayer meeting every Satur- ened victim,
and the danger of ing cough, measles, chicken pox
day at 7:30 p. rm.
and mumps, says the doctor.
Whooping cough can be serious,
FREDONIA BAPTIST
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
he says. Babies do die of whoopRev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Services every Sunday. 11:00 ing cough, and they die quickly
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30
and often. Half of the patients
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
a. m.
under one year of age and a
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
fourth' of those under two years
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Morning Worship 11 a. na.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. usually die of it. The quickest proTraining Union-6 p. in.
tection is given by shots of fluid
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
toxoid, and authorities say your
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, FREDONI1 CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
baby should have shots for it
7 p. m.
Rev. Ray Wfgginton, Pastor
when he is between four and six
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
PENTICOSTAL HOLINESS
months of age.
Youth
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Measles is probably next in imPreaching each first and third
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
portance. And again, your doctor
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
has well tested methods of prePrayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
Young People's Service 6:00
venting or lightening the attack.
p.m.
FREDONIA FIRST
Unlike whooping dough and
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
PRESBYTERIAN
measles, says the doctor, chickWednesday evening
prayer
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
en pox and mumps can't be preservice 7:00 p.m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in. vented or made lighter by anyCEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
thing you do before they appear.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Ralph McConnell, pastor
When an attack occurs, however,
202
West
Locust
Street
Preaching services every secthe new germ killers may be of
Lige
Cook,
Minister
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
use to you.
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
and 7:30 p. m.
The point to remember, says
Preaching and communion each
Prayer meeting every Thursthe doctor, is that weapons are
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
day night at 7 p. m.
now in your doctor's hands that
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
make his services essential in
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. in.
morning at 10 a. in.
handling childhood diseases.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
MIDWAY BAPTIST
You owe your child proper use
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
of those weapons, which means
CUMBERLAND
Services every Sunday
timely use by a well-trained phyPRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
sician. Childhood diseases have
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
always thrown a heavy load of
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Training Union 6:00 p. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
responsibility on parents. Now, as
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
always, they are responsible for
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. in.
the good nursing care that for
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Prayer meeting every Wednescenturies was the only weapon
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
day at 7:45 p. in., followed by Preaching each first and third available. They are responsible
choir rehearsal.
Sunday,11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m. for protecting children from illSunday School every Sunday ness among the neighbors and
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
from spreading the family's af10:00 a. in.
IRev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Prayer meeting each Wednes- fliction beyond the home. They
Services every second Saturday
day preceding first and third Sun- are responsible for obtaining an
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
accurate diagnosis, to be sure no
at 11 a. m.
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
more serious disease is present.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor They
are responsible for manigservices on fourth Sunday at 11
Services every Sunday, 11:00 ing the difficult
emotional probs. m. and 7:30 p. m.
a. m. and 7:00 p.
lem that arises with every Hines*
Sunday
School
every
Sunday
at
—how
to give enough sympathy to
DONALDSON BAPTIST
10-00 a. m.
make the child feel secure but
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Pr ayer service, Wednesday, not so
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
much as to make him de7:00 p. m.
pendent or hypochondriac.
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Services
each
Saturday
before
To all this, concludes the docEvening Worship, 7:45 p.
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
tor, parents are now made respon(Second-rourth Sundays)
sible for seeing that the child gets
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m. CRESWELL BAPTIST
preventive shots and medical
Rev.
Herbert
Lewis,
Pastor
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
treatment continuously through
Sunday
School
10'00
a.
m.
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00 the attack. In some cases proper
Sunday School 10 a.m.
care will he life-saving. With the
a. m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Prayer service Wednesday.7:15 doctor's many tools and techniques most complications can be
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
p. in.
fought to a stercdstill, if caught
Sunday School-10:00 a. in.
GENERAL BAPTIST
in time.
Ed Young, Supt.
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Peeler
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
Sunday School every Sunday,
Training Union-8:30 p. m.
9:45 a. m.
Everett Hogan, Director
Worship Service every Sunday,
Evening Service--7:30 p. in.
11:00 a. in. and 7: p. in.
Hour of Prayer—WednesdayPrayer service Wednesday, 7:30
7:00 0 m.
p. an.
Attend the church where you
Your
MT OLIVET GENERAL
will receive a cordial welcome.
Headquarters
BAPTIST
SECOND BAPTIST
Rev. Claud Threlkeld, Pastor
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Regular services every second
Sunday
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Morning worship 11 is m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. in., exTraining Union 6 p. In.
cept second Sunday
Evening worship 7 p. in.
Sunday School at 11:00
.. p.,
Wednesday service 7 p.
second- thitalay.
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Time For Guarding
Against Childhood
Diseases Is Here

H.c. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

•
the locks
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Where people are linked by common interests and cornnon purposes, friendships grow spontaneously.
In the churches of our community new friendships are
being made every day. Here children learn the lesson of
sharing as they work and play together. Here boy meets
girl in the most wholesome environment the world can
offer. Here wedding bells ring as couples seal their devotion with the sacred vows of marriage. Here people worship and serve together, finding strength in their mutual
quest for spiritual realities. Here those in the sunset of life
cure the loneliness of old age with happy companionship.
Turn to the Church for the deep,lasting,enriching friendships you need. They are part of the practice of Christianity
—part of the riches to which the Church guides us.
It was Jesus who taught: LOVE ONE ANOTHER,
EVEN AS I HAVE LOVED YOU.

Hopi!

111111111 11111u

THE CHURCH FOR
ALL FOR THE ALL ..
CHURCH
The Church is the
greatest

the building of
factor on earth for
character and
It Is a
storehouse of spiritual good citizenship
strong Church.
values. Without a
can survive. neither democracy nor cirilizanon
every person There we four sound reasons why
should attend services
and support the
regularly
own sake. (2) ForChurch. They are: (I) For his
his children's sake
sake of his
(3)
For the
sake of the community and nation. (4) For the
and materialChurch itself. which needs his moral
support. Plan to go to
larly and road
church reguyour Bible
daily.
Beek
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This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A
Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2341

& Heating Company
Princeton, Ky,

Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.
PRINCETON, KT.

Kentucky Utilities Co.
PRINCETON, RI
Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.
Complete Tire Service
Guaranteed Recapping and

Citizens Ice Company
PRIMO APPLIANCES

Vulcanizing
PHONE 2819 Ill N HARRISON

Coleman & Son
General BlacksmIthIng & Welding
111/ Washington - Princeton, Ey.

Rowland Motor Co.
3edge-Plynsouth-Sales-Setviee
Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

Stevens Chevrolet Co
BALES I SERVICE
Dial 3505

Shorn Electric Company
113 Market
Dial 3053

Hobby's Garage
P. 0. Raz 231
Phone
PRINCETON, KY.
Beltone Hearing Service
John M. Wisdom Stave Mill
DIAL 1534
PRINCETON, KY.

0. A. Roland, DWI-Muter
Hearing Aid - Batteries all Makes
3111 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, XI
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The median age of male and
be combatted with a cheesecloth windows, mirrors, nickel plating. dusting with soft cloths, soft hair time by painting every other step.
bag of camphor hung In the closOdor of fresh paint in a room wall brush, or lambs wool brush. Unpainted treads are used until WAC officers in the U. E. Army
et. For dampness in a basement a can be absorbed with a cake of Wash with heavy suds of mild paint dries.
is between 36 and 36, according to
large open box of fresh lime ofArmy recorcis.
from
top
in
prevented
ice
from
be
down.
can
a
flakes,
Tin
soap
dishpan
a
or
pail
of
ten doee the job. The lime is
Rinse with fresh supplies of clean rusting by roughing the surface
changed as soon as it becomes cold water in the room, changing
Kitch)
Edwaid S.
the water hourly. An old method warm water and sponge. Wipe with fine sandpaper or powdered
Here's a vest-pocket encyclo- air-slaked.
pumice, brushing clean and then
of killing the odor in freshly pa- dry.
pedia of common household mainFloors should be cleaned with
— Did you know the
Rubber tile should be polished coating with thin shellac.
tenance tips:
the
A stiff brush may pered rooms is to place red hot
mops.
of
dust
one
soft
is
door
your
Varnished floors should not be
Asphalt tile should be cleaned scratch a polished surface. Strong coals in an iron container and only with special wax made for
own inventions?
strew juniper berries on the coals this floor covering. Grease and washed with water. Sweep with
with
lukewarm
water
and
soap
and
finish
floor
damage
can
soap
than 4,000 years old.
a hair brush and every two to
flakes, rinsed and rubbed dry. stain the wood. Too much wax or The room is closed for 12 hours, oil disintegrates rubber.
invented it.
then ventilated.
o Egyptian
Screens can be patched by four weeks use a lightly oiled
Use
only
the
special
wax
made
finish.
a
dulls
oil
• n to the security prob- A
Paint brushes can be cleaned af- trimming the edges of a hole to mop. Scratches can be obliterated
for polishing asphalt tile. Other
BOOBY TRAP LOCK
Grease stains can be removed
to house several pins or
waxes or oils can be destructive. from wallpaper by making a ter use by suspending them in a rough square. Cut a piece of by dropping turpentine into them
An early chest was booby
and rubbing gently.
" inside a massive
Awnings can be painted when paste of a good quality spot re- benzine or wnite gasoline. The new wire cloth large enough to
'block. When the locking trapped. Its security didn't de- they fade.
Windows can be kept sliding
paint will be drawn out and set- overlap the edges of the hole by
Ordinary
house
paint
the
Let
chalk.
French
and
mover
pend
on its lock, but what lay
snot its full length, the
tle. When clean, the brush is al- about an inch on all sides. Ravel easily in freezing weather by
is
thinned
with
quart
one
turof
then
spot,
grease
the
on
dry
paste
dropped into correspond- inside. The thief opening the lid
lowed to dry slowly—not near off the wires around the edges of rubbing the grooves with a cloth
pentine to the gallon. Paint should brush off with a clean cloth.
bored in the bolt. It saw an empty tray Wit2 several
heat—bristles are dampened with the patch, bend— them to push dipped in paraffin.
MARK CUNNINGHAM
go
through
the
cloth.
Another
Hardware — including hinges, linseed oil and brush is wrapped through the screen and bend them
be opened with a key. holes. It was figured by its de- method: dissolve a fourth-pound
Zinc roof gutters and flashing
should
rusts
handles—that
locks,
signer
that
It
would
only
of
be
napiece
Complete Insurance fileryko
In wax paper. Never put a paint over to hold the patch.
found on some older houses rekey eats a straight
of beeswax and one pound of
with solid brass or brush in water.
• pegs on one end. These tural for him to thrust his fin- zinc oxide in turpentine, adding be replaced
Stairs can be painted or var- quire no paint. This is the metal
111 West Market at.
bronze.
gers into the holes in order to
Painted walls can be cleaned by nished and used at the same used for galvaniting iron.
ted in position opposite
lift the tray. As the snooper lift- a teaspoon of soft soap solution.
Ink stains often can be removed
lers. When the key was
ed, a spring snapped shut and Rub into the fabric, scrape off from carpets with skimmed milk.
ui a slot in the huge
his f ing era were hopelessly surplus, dry and then paint.
Ink removers used for writing
tumblers
the
raised
pegs
Bathroom tile work can be paper are bleaches. Ink stains on
caught.
As
bolt.
the
of
top
et the
kept clean by wiping with a soft wallpaper often respond to a halfAbout 100 years ago several
was lifted, the lock was
cloth dipped in kerosene, then and-half mixture of hydrogen peAmerican locksmiths tried n e w
washed with warm water and roxide and household ammonia.
designs. The ambition of every
antique
of
exhibition
rubbed dry with soft cloths.
• t
Linoleum that is manufactured
locksmith in that day was to deNationthe
of
feature
lea
Chimney soot can be kept down with a lacquered finish can be
vise an unpickable lock. Contests
r's Hardware Exposition.
by
sprinkling
saltpeter
a
on
fire waxed, but waxed linoleum canwere held and locksmiths would
use—collection of ancient
not be lacquered. In washing limake a game of picking each once a month.
were those owned by Henry
Chromium plating is usually noleum use only mild soap and
other's locks. But the only un, the Hothschilds of Ausvery thin. Never use scouring as little water as possible.
a pickable Locks are timelocks.
ed Andreas Dillinger,
Mildew can be removed with
The modern cylinder lock em- powder on it. Warm water and
ploys the principle used in the mild soap will keep it clean. strong laundry soap, covered
with powdered starch and salt
ABLE COLECTION
mechanism of the early Egyptian Polish with soft flannel.
itens traced the history lock. In Connecticut, Limas Yale, Copper and brass tarnish can and exposed to the sun. Soaking
be removed with salt and lemon with sour milk for several hours
and man's attempts to Sr., patented the first cylinder
applied with a soft cloth, then and then exposure to the sun
ay tricks on thieves. The lock in 1844. His son Linus Yale,
locks is e r e insure4 for Jr., improved and perfected it in quickly washed with warm water without rinsing is another rempatents issued in 1881 and 1865. and soap flakes, rinsed and dried. edy.
Dampness in closets often can
Newspapers crumpled polish
g the locks was a wooden It has become famous as the Yale
.nlayed with mother of cylinder lock.
worked on the principle
Egyptian lock. It is said MINIATURE RADIO
New York — (AP) — Radio
ceen used by King Darius
Persia about 336 B. C. It sets are getting smaller and
ansoodwr sailSMOOTHNISSI
DOWN!Power that puts you ahead!
band in excavations et smaller.
Obis otekll• Sep*, **Br' Door
Soda.•Hydro- Mak Drive eforl•mal ise sere
ing in a "Roches" Engin.. car!
Oldsmobile."Rocket" Engine is
One of the latest designs, fitting
•••r. Eva/kn.,. .ce.,..ron. 4111.d fr
Hydra-Matk
new
Oldsmobile's
famous for its response— i ts eager,
lamonnted .1•14/.. Iv change woke. ',stip.
Romans made wide use of the palm of the hand, weighs but
Drive' delivers the "Rocket's"
power! Away from a green
ready
measures
ounces.
case
eight
Its
. This simple device was
brilliant new power smoothly,
light or over the long haul,
2 by 5% by % inches. The
/
effortlessly, autonuitically!
lack of all Mediterran- only 21
"Rocket" performance is tops!
Eastern peoples, especi- "loudspeaker" is a small earDURABILITY! "Rocker power is
BCONOIAll Ririe the "Rocket" and
Chinese. But most Rom- piece, while the antenna, 18 inchmooed power! The "Rocket" is
sate! This great new Oldsmobile
road-proved over billions of
were made of iron and es long, collapses into the set and
engine is•real high-oompreesion
miles—owner-proved by nearly
gas-saver! Major ad•aneements
ye survived the r u S t of at the same time turns it off. Bat800,000 drivers! So remember
In combustion chamber design
teries are of the small hearingthe"Rocket's"record mid try the
have made this year's "Rocket"
tubes and a crystal
first warded locks seem aid type. Two
glamorous "98" or Super "88"!
more economical than ever!
been made by the Estrus- detector are used.
The set is declared to have a
Northern Italy. They opal the principle of block- broadcast range of around 50
turning of the key with miles.
Only a key with the
Amnia at Gemoral Sown
The National Geographic Sociebit would pass the wards
re the bolt. Similar locks ty says there are nearly 100,000
"Sure, he's good! But where do you think he'd be without Princeton
movie theaters in the world.
in homes today.
SEN YOUR NEAREST OLDSMOBILE DEALER
Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk?"
through the centuries lock.
World movie theaters, accordbare devised all sorts of
tuns of keys and locks to ing to the National Geographic
it difficult to open doors, Society, provide one seat for evand cabinets. Multiple key- ery 44 persons on earth.
Phone 3505
W. Market St.
Hopkinsville Street
locks were common.
DIAL 2063
Standard submarine cable
l5, Isabelle of Bavaria, it
had a lock made to pro- weighs 19 tons to the mile.

On Your Door
Colorful Past

test the apartments of her ladlesIn-waiting from intruders. The
lock required rive keys to open
it.
Henry II of France probably
was the first user of the master
key. He placed three separate
locks on the door of his mistress's apartment. None of the
locks worked with the wrong key,
but all three opened with his
master key.

Home Upkeep Tips
Listed For Owners
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WESTERN KENTUCKY

BAND FESTIVAL
Saturday, Oct. 20th, 7:30 P. M.

BUTLER HIGH SCHOOL STADIUM

PARADE - MAIN STREET - 4:30P. M.
Bands Participating: Mayfield, Murray, Hopkinsville
Madisonville, Franklin- Simpson
Trigg County, Butler of Princeton

Utilities Co.
ETON, KY.
ton Tire &
pping Co.
Tire Service
d
ReesPleiog"
'tanking
HARRISON
211 N.

ion & Son

SPONSORED BY THE
THE OUTSTANDING MUSIC PROGRAM OF THE YEAR —
THE FINEST BANDS IN THE STATE WILL PARADE
PRINCETON KIWANIS CLUB
SEATS — ADMISSION $1.00 flc,c,:
AND PLAY FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT — NO RESERVED
KIWANIANS
fl-US ADVERTISEMENT SPONSORED BY

• fusing &
Princeton. Ill.

On -

&
on Hotel
Shoppe
crroN, gY.
eoring seek.
, Dietribino
BAUM° all RI'
Ave., T'

STEVENS CHEVROLET CO.

GOLDNAMER & CO.
BEN FRANKLIN STORE
G. HOMER BROWN
COLEMAN-DUNN CO.
K. R. CUMMINS INSURANCE
ROWLAND MOTOR CO.

e•sionieseermenvelsolellseRlalla

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.

ELDRED HDWE. CO.

McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.

PRINCETON TIRE & RECAPPING CO. KY. UTILITIES CO.
LINTON CLINIC
GENERAL AUTO SUPPLY CO.
CITIZENS ICE CO.

DR. ROBERT GORDON

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK
PRINCETON HOTEL
CAPITOL THEATRE
J. C. PENNEY CO.
WOODALL INSURANCE
DR. C. H. JAGGERS

Thursday, October

ETON, KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINC

18,19

Mrs. Rodney Weivelman, of Ak- UNDERGOES
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Miss Ruby Leaz
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Kirk I her
ed 4-room
repent Thursday with Mr. and
n.
ron,
Harriso
North
Groom,
I
FOR SALE: Seat covers for old FOR RENT: Furnish
, are visiting
son, underwent a:1'a.° rn
apartment with private bath and son, of Paducah
Peggy,
ll
and
Hollowe
Burhl
and some late model cars, reMrs.
Friday morning at the
and en t ranc e. Hopkinsville
duced from $15.95 to $12.95, InMadisonville street.
County War Memorial
H. Blythe,
M.
Mrs.
Call
Relief
from
street.
Quick
reduced
Positive
Get
Trucks
How To
Radios, stalled.
. 16-lic
Shop. F.M., A.M., Auto
phone 2166.
$9.95 to $7.95, installed, while
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
Automatic record changers reStrong's
lasts.
present stock
HARVEY STOMACH TRE,ATMENT
eed.
paired. All work guarant
Main & Plum, FOR SALE: One good five room
Station,
Texaco
13-tic
medicines. One of the
33-ctf
and bath dwelling located on
It is made up of four different
Phone 3111.
nna.
Ameribellado
after
is
nts
named
the Street
main ingredie
relieve ulcer
Shop
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to
ca's largest Bird of Prey. ModSAVE THE IDEAL WAY:
ATTENTION FARMERS: Ezee
lack of pep
ic
and
45-t
Market.
nervous
belchy,
Food
buy.
gassy,
good
at The Ideal
ern conveniences, a
pain, and that acid,
Flow will spread any fertilizer
s Insurance
e its price with other stomach preparations.
Cummin
Compar
R.
K.
Call
feeling.
amount,
any
In
n
conditio
office, In any
telling of the
FOR SALE: At Leader
and Real Estate. Telephone
Many testimonials come into our office
uniformly and accurately, withRemington Rand Duplicator
obtained. They have also
Mlle
have
2595.
users
and
that
relief
3555
k.
c
blessed
a
b
money
fluid,
out clogging or
Frowns
Ink, stencil, correction
found Harvey 'runlets have relieved Gall Bladder.
Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.,
typewriter ribbon, carbon papat—
only
Sold
local
on
in
today.
Tune
nt
treatme
CAST:
this
Start
BROAD
13-4tc
Princeton, Ky.
er, also Remington Rand typestation WPKY at 1:45 Saturwriters and adding machine.
WOOD DRUG STORE
day, October 20, and hear
LOOK: It is self service and free
Princeton, Ky.
vs T P I
rn
Weste
the
MarFood
Ideal
The
at
2075
parking
Phone
or
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic
will be
which
game,
45-tic
football
ket.
shampoo for home use try
brought to you through the coSharp's Barber Shop. We need
operation of the Steger Lumber
SALE: l'orter paints for the
FOR
business
our
in
head
your
Company and the Ashlandinside or 0 etside of your house
45-tfe
Aetna Sports network. Steger
or barn or other outbuildings.
16-1tc
Lumber Co.
Sales & Impl.
Motor
Hodge
and
See
makes
All
G:
WATCH MAKIN
Main street.
W.
2093,
phone
Co.,
repairjewelry
models; clocks,
45-tic FOR SALE: A Magic Chef gas
ed. All work guaranteed. Chu.
stove, a breakfast set and washYes
watchVotes
"Pete" Russell, certified
ing machine. Owner leaving
STORAGE ROOMS: For
maker. 203 N. Harrison St. COLD
town. James M. Glass, 402 Dolmeat, vegetables, fruits, eggs
33-tic
No
Dog Bites
16-1tc
lar street.
and etc. Phone 2707, Citizens
and
4-1tc
coal
n.
Ice Co., Princeto
FOR SALE: Majestic
as a candidate
When I started canvassing the county
FOR SALE: White African guinwood range in good usable conMahan.
S.
Lisseveral office
John
each.
Ticket,
eas. $1.50
dition. Has six caps. Alvin
MALE HELP WANTED: Reliable
for Circuit Court Clerk, Republican
16-1tp
Dial 2161.
their experianby, phone 2203, Princeton,
man with car wanted to call on
of
me
told
and
holders warned me about dogs
14-tic
farmers in Caldwell County
Ky.
dogs just
your
all
found
Wonderful opportunity. $10 to WANTED: 3,000 listeners for raences. I will say truthfully that I
FOR RENT: Office or apartment. $20 in a day. No experience or
dio broadcast over station
as friendly as you were.
Unfurnished on East Court
WPKY from 12:20 to 12:50
capital required. Permanent.
30.
Square. Ca 1.1 3151, Princeton
October
,
Tuesday
COMin.
p.
MeNESS
Write today.
on each of
14-tic
As it was my first experience trying to call
16-2tc
Clay Drennan.
PANY, Dept. A, Freeport, Ill.
g all
knowin
not
seeing,
missed
I
few
15-2tp
you, I know there are a
BIDS ASKED: The Caldwell
LOST: Pointer, Male. White body
inquirand
alone
will
travel
on
to
Educati
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and
of
Board
roads,
t
COunty
the differen
with liver spot On side, liver
of dairy type
receive sealed bids on the fol- FOR SALE: 40 head
ing.
head and ears. $100 reward.
Either Twin Or Full Size
our
to
bred
heifers,
and
building
cows
lowing: Hart School
Rt. 1, Providence,
Adkins,
Earl
Also
bulls.
d
ete Outfit - Herefor
ed
lot;
Compl
register
and outbuildings and school
Kentucky. Phone 2661. 16-3tc
not
2 good registered Hereford
I hope I haven't missed too many, but if so, it was
Nabb school building and out2 years and 6 months WE FINANCE cars, trucks, trac/
bulls, 21
visited,
building, Eureka school buildintentional. There still are a few sections I have not
old. High quality fescue 60c,
ing, and outbuildings. All bids
tors, livestock, and furniture.
er 6.
Novemb
before
dy
everybo
on
call
to
hope
I
but
At
and ladino $1.00 and $1.25.
must be in the office of the
Office open every Saturday
farm or call 3119. CollinsCaldwell County Board of Edufrom 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. begin15-2tc
Shrewsbury.
cation by 10:00 a. m. November
ning Saturday. November 3,
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
FURNITURE DEALERS
5. The Board reserves the SEED FOR SALE: Bearded Bar1951. J. E. Stuart, Finance, Hill
bids.
2 East Main
/
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
right to reject any and all
Building, 1281
(Mrs. Geo. Denham)
ley, Vigo Wheat, Balboa Rye,
y,„
Kentuck,
on,
CALDWELL COUNTY BOARD
Princet
Street,
Turf
Hairy Vetch and Winter
16-tic
OF EDUCATION. By Clifton
Oats. Robinson Impl. & Motor
15-3tc
Chit, Secretary.
Co., phone 2053, Princeton, Ky.
16-2tc

Classified Ads
COAL: Get ahead of the rush.
Let us haul your coal. No. 9
coal lump. Nut and Stoker
treated. Robinson Impl. & Motor Co., Princeton, Ky. 13-4tc
PRINCETON RADIO SALES &
SERVICE: 203 N. Harrison. In
rear of Russell's Jewelry

sae .a gad,'
SAVE
FUEL

Hollywood Bed Outfi

ATTENTION VOTERS

HEAT YOUR HOME
with the NEW MODEL 522

iiiiiRM

MORNING

COAL MIMATIR
ta Holdsc l0? Lbs.
i
•
Hoofs All Day
and Night
Without
Refueling
•
lisclusiv•
Paforifird Interlot
•
Burns Any
Kind of Coal.
Coke or
Bricsurefs
•
Automatic He*
Regulator Available
AJotte
Cowl
Come I.....Let Us Skew
Toe Tids Assashse Noirtor.

ELDRED
HDWE. CO.

Plastic Covered Headboard
Adjustable Metal Frame WI
'2 Inch Easy Roll Casters
90 Coil Helical Top Spri
50 lb. All Cotton Mattres

$55

PHOSPHATE: We have received
two cars of 20 per cent SuperPhosphate. We can now take
care of your AAA orders. Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.,
16-2tc
Princeton, Ky.

tio
0,1
s trBtl"
„Re

PORTABLE

FOR SALE: One four-room
house with shower and one-half
bath on Princeton-Dawson road:
two miles from Princeton Court
,House. One six-room house'with
full bath; same location as
above. Both have water and
lights. Contact J. 0. Beshear,
16-1tc
Princeton phone 3554.

1
41d
r
Heate
ene
Blue Flame Keros
Devours chill and dampness ... in bedspare
room, bath and living room ... in
room and garage . — in cellar and attic
and nursery ... in shops, reception rooms,
halls, porches, roadside stands, summer
cottages and unfinished homes
— wherever extra he..t feels
good. Come in and sect

•
0

1

FOR RENT: Eight-rooms and
one-half bath; water and lights,
Contact J. 0. Beshear, Prince16-1tc
ton, phone 3554.

•

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE: 5 room
house, 211 South Harrison. Call
16-lic
3831.

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.
Fall Food Sale
TOMATO SAUCE, Hunt's
12/
8 oz. can 8c
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
2c
/
No. 2 can 271
APPLE BUTTER. Farm Brand
28 oz. jar 25c
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
2 oz. can 10c
101,

4/

5/
12/

MACKEREL, Sea Gold
6/
2e
/
No. 1 tall can 171
PEAS, Hearthstone
8/
No. 303 can 14c
VEGETABLE BEEF SOUP, Phillips
8/
2 oz. can 14e
/
101
TURNIP GREENS, Nancy Lee
10/
No. 2 can 12c
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson
46 oz. can 29c
PEACHES, Sunshine
2 can 27c
/
No. 21
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.

4/
4/

$1"
$1"
$100
$100
Sr
$1"
$100
$1"
$1"
3k

ORIGINAL
for 43 years, the greatest money Wein went a
the nation, Originated by Retail in 1909 The *It
and finest of all lc sales!

CORN, Rosedale, Wh. Cr. Style
8/
2c
/
19 ex can 131
CHERRIES, River Garden, Red Sour
5/
pitted, 19 oz. can 23e

1
AMERICA'S No.
VAILUES
S ALE
ode
1111
11/111211111

12/

No. 2 can 9c

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Donald Duck

5/

46 oz. can 23c
TOILET SOAP, Dainty
bar 6c
ORANGE JUICE, Dr. Phillips

20'
4/

46 oz. can 27c
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.

QUIK-BANDS

.
$1"

PORK LOIN CHOPS, center cuts
I.

PORK LOIN ROAST (loin or rib end)

rot55e

I.

aistle15 gr 100s

on an

JANE WINSLOW

WHIPPED CREAMS

$100

Chocolate covered. 99
efa.
Sla flavors. 2-k kis

—

possum',

—hos

LADIES' PLASTIC SCUFFS,
quilted. Asst'd colors & trims.
Each paid in bag. Sizes small.
medium and large.
2 for 60c

$1%

$1"
$1"
$1"
28(

LORD BALTIMORE -Cordselly Yours"

WRITING PAPER
Botts plain and decorated
folded gap sheets I lined 59C
envelopes Reset each
.asmis
Imissaimogne
$2.0.3 VALUE!

COLOGNE DUET
• Apple Blossom
Sipe
• Ganiema, 4 5015or ea
Gift boxed TN FOR
mo ownmemom
marallemmemmosemmem

COMPLEXION SOAP

10(
63(

pound 59c

3-or cases.
BM OF 6

43e

CHAMPION BLUE RIBBON
4-H CLUB
CHAMPION BLUE RIBBON
FFA CLUB

dPi

BEEF SALE

_fA,1•1;1114:avAile..,1414iiiirawal

General

le Field

N

booths I
apd election
ed to b.
on T
j. Lewis,
spanounced

will open
pjlp. m., C
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together wi
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sheriff and
ely, are lie
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ton No. 1
We. Carl Eitr
liatterfield,
K;and Mrs. -L

ti,

ton No.
John T Geor
ight, R.;
D., and Ray
' ton No.
Lois Tho
Satterfield,
R., and
D.
n No.
store: Mrs.
L; I. C. Lis
Clift, R.,

dwp,

V

2-0T. VICTOIHA
HOT WATER BOTTLE
Share this buy with a I,iend
you born save'
RM. $2.39

HAIR BRUSHES

adults

cltilikeli 100s.

LETTERS
is 3 smart styles. Pink Lace.
Nee lieu.
Am
Petite letters
Reg $t00

tn

2

MASCAL'S ALMOND

HELEN CORNELL

HAND LOTION
Combats roughening elect of
wind, weather
Iht 69c 07,^0 de&IOC

BUBBLE BATH

STIMI ALCO-REX
RUBBING ALCOHOL
Reg 59c Pint

20 Packets
/In $1.00

Reg

39c Pint

KLENZO

ANTISEPTIC

2fe,
30c
2Am
eve

Reg 79c Pint

GM PEROXIDE

2a'*,

46e

2i'.

MINERAL OIL

Reg 59c Pot

60c

1

Met

wrom

'I.3 tar Dc

MONACET COMPOUND
APC tablets 1St,Reg 73c

Gm PRO-CAP
ADHESIVE TAPE

s 5yds Rug 3k

CASCADE XMAS

A dattrtesE!toc

WRAP

60c
24,
30c
24,
36c
2
ite

2*

5 ounces.
CIEINI NAN TONIC Rams
I9c 21.
VII'NAIL FILE r professional style Peg
Pee. 85c an 1*

—
"
IMAM EMT 1111 1111111

2 In 1lic

out w sullen Mk PAIR
ni arse 2 hig Sk
gad
0131111111kill Oa S Pro Or bet eiew hr 1.19
tle
Ta.wdhank S mmes 2 hr Sk
OM N.
1111111011 MST Witte 41 MO sear,? Ter 1111
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!!„"Lci)2(2.?„E. 2f•,26e
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11
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R
.

in 5121.
Sri IN 2 kr
Reg it lit
Res.* 2 111

, Rh.;
McNeely
W.Mce
D., and Lu
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Mrs. Otto
No.
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HELEN CORNELL

HORMONE CREAM

DenaSiies
i leNR0
1.1;

EDI

01,

an* natural estrnge.s de AtI
toz isc. Reg SI 00

ICS0
ADRIENNE COSMET
items an •

rdenticel
• Mania' Crass
•"Id Cm.• liaol brom2
•Iliad • Faca Powder

TWIIITIC.111;
o
rdtiarr:111C
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o
.
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kin Hise H

My two of these
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Olurby, ft.

(ED STORK
NURSER
rgr,'es"'2 36e
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No
° tie
l.:
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e
mearritiaa
mabo
AlexbI

SEM REXILLANA
Soothes coughs
due to colds
4 ars. Reg Sic

es
tar

Mr

ft

60e
2

HIGH-POTENCY

COD LIVER OIL
ROO
Source of Vitamins A

g

R

einn REX-SELTZER
si

.
omosmit
msnetuEgscrescgrg

REUSES

TOOTH
Choice of popular shapes

.
XMAS RIBBONS Cascade. assorted colon
bob
NYLON HAIR NETS mow or
Ammaistml TOOTHPOWDER Rusk on

10,
Ls:e 00
a sif I
en
Jet.
FACIAL

2

Geo

—5 ;111Lucille E.
:
oni
zatt
ake
rH
a13.31e
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s'
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,e
ia
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et:Ig
a
il
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Yj
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No.

taw.

Regie
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:
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a No,

2
STOCK UPI MEDFORD
TISSUES

umtn CHOCOLATE BARS
henke
plain or with almonds fear

:4:

*US* 5
DIGRAYED XMAS Merit... . Reg la bet 2 2 WI
Reg sl k
IIELMONT BALI Ptil uses standard refill

COUGH SYRUP

Gan HYGIENIC 2k,
POWDER tin , Roe 6U 66e

sin..

and Mrs.
n No.
Perry, R.;
Willoughby C
Morse, D.
ceton No.
Mrs. S. 0.0

GLAMOROUS
2fif

en PETPOgOt

2fee

EMMILK OF
MAGNESIA

ISO,0111 CNOCOUTE MOP

4)
tor t
Ave

egi
fw

OM) THEATRICAL
COLD CREAM
,
Economy-famous cream. thirdly
IM
, I amain all
I lb 2fan
m16.14L MOO
to. RM.

FASHIONED

EPSON MILT
twee Punteet, tow wood me t lb 2 fin 11c
CAIIIMORATID OR
4 euee 2 tor Bac
Iwo Pretest

RUM° COMPLEXION 111/2111311
2 for 99e
KLENZO HAND BRUSHES
2 for Sic
MD
"
MST
WITCN HAUL
OW

Pylon bristles. 3
styles, nit. eteors. Reg $1 ea

NOT li SALE ITEMS but Sensational specials offered during I. Sole Only!

2k,

AFTELSINIVE LOTION lava*..4 ounces en a

lk 2 Sr
-oar mums lick *Rested styles Reg
4 0110Ces Reg 2k 2 Sr
51.1 aut OIL
Reg 53c 21.

Ill COLONY LEAD PENCILS yeko

KLENZO

24,2"

Jarvis, R.,
D.
n No.
Mac
Ramey, Ft
D., and
R.
ton No. 7
Robert Col
Hays, •
and Ro
No.
W. W.
liniorton, R.;

D aldson No. 1

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Bos of 20, no two
j alike Reg 59c 2f.,
Si,.5 20 NOVELTY CARDS Reg $1.00 . 2 kW 1.11

MONEY SAVERS!

MINIMAL OIL
EMI heavy, odortese and tasteless Pt gr6C
MAE .21.eIiS

PANOVITE 2i'.
CAPSULES !In 320
10#
and

LONE COMIC

MEDFORD

Pai of 100. Reg 280

ren

Al Av.,

Close At

owes. Reg. SI 25 I ig I

1IE11116 PAM Lora Agway.

Mentholated
booklets or
lath Reg sAc a& ANer 60e

2k,

EMBEEF, WINE
and IRON TONIC

MAO

now,

for

cio

R.thcpaelbr It

SUE LACES Martel coion

LINES' COINS opus plastic, nwtes. sq lk Isr Ill
NORMS III TOILET Med or plata, 5i r,Reg 10c 2 * tli
11111111111 MINK ewe hottest Reg 79c pint 2*
100.s. Reg $198 2 Isi 111
MIAMI El I/ eq. mem
1111111 CONN SYMP..1 ounces. Reg 79c 21.5
FINNellnersesesk ter maws toot. ny 6.1c 2 fa le
Pei 89c 21.5
MULL IBM ex esre modes
Hes Reg $20521.18
'RANI C ICS se Met,
MINE Mr NOOK Seal honest. I or.. Reg 29c 21.*
*ILPICOSIISsod Pwetest I WM2 Ret 29t 2 1.2k
hull NM Kg wee is crystals, 4 its Reg 33c 21w er
ROB MAO CA$CAJA.Amsats.4ors,Pei Sk 21.5
1 OunCe. Reg Pc 21. it
PSI CAIIPIIIII.seas
Reg sec 2
MIMI MB MN.bur Mtn pound
* 2k
OEM £88151 118?. law/ cue. Reg lk 2
4 ors. Reg 59c 2 ter
/
61
MCA'S NAN OKAY
WOOD SUN SOAP...3 cases, sts 15c 2 *us kr
he 21.
DAINTY WEAN ORNIOUNT ii, 021, Pet
ler
MS Ben pierinnit bad Reg Kle 2

HELEN CORNELL
CREAM SHAMPOO
Rich with IsoNu and water son.
suing Kleenorelk
4 mew Reg.?*

leherik,4

anQUIK-SWABS

MEDFORD CHRISTMAS CARDS
2 for 60e
CASCADE CHRISTMAS CARDS
Extra large 22 hex
2 for $1.01

PURETEST

gek.••••.mmlik ,••••••

Nowt,leo
textured; 9 ors,
RI mir126
Rag $125.

SHAVE CREAM

MEAT SPECIALS

411

BATH POWDER

•

U.S P 3%,10 Vol Reg 4k PI_

0

LAVENDER

STKK COLOGNE
Concentrated
2 oh
/
cart spill. 71

"8480" OATMEAL

14/C

43(

AS IRIN
knew-acting nide
MIL Ms 4Z

ANTISEPTIC
:::=4,..17147"„ 2fverdP

LAVENDER

$100

MEAT SPECIALS
SLICE BACON
1 lb. layers

AMMONIATED

MemC merc treated
Package .1 31
ELASTIC OMR RANDS. Package of 16 22; ea.

$1.00

APP:0,7n,dTuriey WinesaM, U. S. No. I

Mi 31

"e steal PURETEST

KITE
POUND PAPER
Flee, ismelke
76e
,
0
,
75b' 2
itt
IE
MUM% Reg 75c. 2 lot IN.

$100

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
BANANAS, large fancy ripe
lb.

kg(

GARDEN SPICE

SAUER KRAUT, Scott County

s
(.°

-

No unpleasant after
taste Helps prevent I.
r•1
4 oz. teems.
1
decay 3/

Sr°

rr

ost°

111.111111.111
111=1.

12/ $"
41

16 oz. can 10c

SICCIWOR Rasa VI psi tabs.. 1000s, Reg SI.26 2 kr En
MST MU black ar brows, packet of 24. Reg 10c 2*1k
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PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty

s, 1 lb. jar, 4 for
'
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt

YOU CAN DEPEND ON ANY DRUG PRODUCT
THAT BEARS THE NAME ay_ati
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SARDINES, in oil or mustard
12/
2 size 10c
1
No. /
solid
,
William
Sweet
TOMATOES,
7/
pack, No. 2 can 15c
GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
8/
2c
1
No. 2 can 13/

Will CO
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*nest Chil

TOOTH PASTE
98c
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, 10 lbs.
NAVY BEANS, Choice Hand Picked
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MORGAN'S

(IRENE BOARD DENHAM)

jog Boot
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WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 2026
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